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1

Introduction

This poster illustrates an automatic parallelization framework for the OpenAxiom [4] computer algebra
system. The objective is to help incidental users or non-expert algebraic library authors benefit from
implicit parallelization present in structured algebraic computations. The framework rewrites reductions
in algebraic libraries with their parallel versions. For instance, the planar curve formed by a given list of
points (x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xn , yn ) may be approximated with the Lagrange polynomial:
P =

n
X

yi pi where pi =

i=1

Y
1≤j≤n,p6=i

X − xj
xi − xj

Each polynomial pj can be computed using sequential nested loops. Our framework is able to transform
the sequential computation to its parallel version. The transformed version computes the denominator and
numerator of each term pi using a parallel reduction function, respectively. The list of the terms (X − xj ) in
the numerator, and the terms (xi −xj ) in the denominator are computed via calling a parallel map function.
The transformation relies on the fact that the multiplication operator over any field and the multiplication
operator over univariate polynomials are monoid operators, i.e., the operators are associative and each has
an identity element. In general, such algebraic properties are domain-specific knowledge and are difficult
to infer systematically. This framework provides linguistic support to express them directly in code:
forall(F:Field,P:UnivariatePolynomialCategory(F))
assume MonoidOperator(P, *) with
neutralValue = 1$P

forall(F: Field)
assume MonoidOperator(F, *) with
neutralValue = 1$F

The name MonoidOperator designates the category capturing the algebraic properties for monoid operators:
MonoidOperator(T: BasicType, op: (T, T) -> T): Category
== AssociativeOperator(T, op)
with neutralValue: T

The name neutralValue is a T-dependent constant denoting the identity element of a monoid operator.
The category AssociativeOperator defines the rules for associative operators. This shows that properties
can be composed out of existing ones.

2

An overview of the framework

The framework is implemented as an OpenAxiom library. The work flow of the framework is Figure 1. The
inputs include source code and user written assumptions. A semantics-based static analysis is performed
on the source code to identify potential reductions. In general, a reduction is written either as a loop, or
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Figure 1: The workflow of the automatic parallelization framework.
a reduction function call. For each potential reduction, the monoid properties of the candidate operator
is checked against user assumptions and other previously derived facts. The reductions which pass the
property checking are handed to a transformer. The transformer rewrites reductions with their parallel
versions provided by a parallel library.

3

Results

The framework has discovered rich parallelization opportunities implied by reductions in OpenAxiom algebra library [1]. With the framework, we parallelized a software installation test, a set of OpenAxiom
algebra library functions, and a user application on homotopy continuation method [2]. The experiments
are run using a dual-core PC and a cluster. Results show that the framework speeds up the software installation test by 15%, the speed-up varies for different algebra library functions, and up to 5 times speed-up
is obtained for the user application. In addition to parallelizing iterative reductions, we also provide a prototype implementation for parallelizing recursive reductions. A recursive reduction is first transformed to
its iterative version using the incrementalization based program transformation technique [3]. The iterative
reduction is further transformed to its parallel version using the transformation algorithms in the current
framework.
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